Medical Application Support

With medicine advancing rapidly and a global shortage of medical professionals,
a career in medicine offers a wealth of different opportunities and specialisms.
The application process can be daunting in both selecting the right course and
submitting a winning application.

Medical Application Support

Your first vital step is securing your university place, which is highly competitive and different to other
degrees. Uni Direct’s team of medical practitioners and application specialists can help you through
each step of your journey, supporting you to succeed in your application.

Admission tests

Making your choice
Our medical specialists have both the academic
and practical experience of working in medicine to
help you navigate the wide range of pathways,
courses and universities in both the UK and
Europe. We can work with you to ensure you apply
to the best courses and universities for you, taking
into consideration your preferences and the varying
entry requirements.

Application process
Our team includes medical practitioners who can
support you throughout each stage of the
application process. Your application is not just
about meeting the academic entry requirements
for medicine, it also involves admission tests and
demonstrating your passion and commitment as a
future student to your chosen university.
It is never too early to get in touch and start
planning the vital parts of your application - we
provide consultations for students aged 15 years
and upwards aspiring to study medicine. Starting
early gives you time to prepare your application in
order to gain the necessary broad range of work
experience and voluntary work.

Applications to study medicine are often supported
by specific admission tests, such as the BMAT and
UKCAT. These vary depending on university and can
be complex to navigate. We are able to advise you
on which tests are relevant and support your
preparation work.

Interviews and beyond
You are likely to be invited to an interview as part of
your application process. We can support you in
your preparation for this. Using Skype or other
platforms, we are able to run through practice
questions and discuss other topics, which may
come up in the interview. Post interview we can
help you if there are any further decisions to make,
as well as with that all-important preparation for
life at your chosen university.

Other healthcare courses
There are many other career routes available in
healthcare, some of which allow you to alter your
path during your studies. Uni Direct can work with
you with a range of other options including:

Applying for medicine in the UK is done through a
unique centralised process called UCAS. It has
strict deadlines and you need to apply earlier than
for other degrees. Uni Direct will guide you through
each step of this process, ensuring you submit the
very best application, before the deadline.

Please contact Uni Direct if you would like to discuss
your options. Ensuring you have the time to submit a
compelling application is key, so the sooner we can
discuss your specific requirements the better.
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